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Abstract

Because software plays a critical role in nearly every complex Department of Defense acquisition, there is increased emphasis on reducing acquisition risk for software-reliant systems. An architecture-centric acquisition approach has proven to be effective. In this paper, we present the basics of architecture-centric engineering. Then we give a structure for incorporating these practices into the acquisition life cycle, illustrated by an example. We overview how these practices are being implemented in current programs. We conclude by demonstrating how a program can use this approach in synergy with current system engineering practices to achieve an appropriate emphasis on software in a system acquisition.

Introduction

Software plays an increasingly critical role in Department of Defense (DoD) acquisitions and is often cited as the reason for frequent cost overruns, schedule slippages, and quality problems. As a result, there is increased emphasis on finding effective ways to reduce risk when acquiring software-reliant systems. While there is no “silver bullet,” an architecture-centric acquisition approach has proven to be an effective way of reducing acquisition risk (Nord, Bergey, Blanchette, & Klein, 2009).

Informally, the software architecture is the blueprint describing the software structure of a system. Moreover, the architecture is the key enabler to achieving the all-important system quality attributes such as modifiability, response time, security, reliability, availability, interoperability, and usability (i.e., the system’s non-functional requirements).

An architecture-centric approach involves the following:

- determining the architecturally-significant quality attribute requirements and describing them in a meaningful way,
- creating the architecture and documenting it,
- evaluating the architecture for suitability in supporting the required quality attributes, and
- ensuring the system is implemented according to the architecture.
While the design of the architecture and subsequent implementation of the system are responsibilities of the supplier, the acquirer has a central role in determining the quality attribute requirements that will drive the architectural design and in evaluating the suitability of the architecture to meet mission goals of the system. The bottom line responsibility is ensuring that the delivered system conforms to a high-quality architecture that will be responsive to the system’s needs, both now and in the future.

This paper provides the background and context for architecture-centric engineering practices. Then we present a structure to incorporate these practices into key points in the acquisition life cycle as a means of risk reduction. Application of these practices is explored in different phases of the DoD system acquisition life cycle. We provide examples of how different elements of these practices are being implemented or will be piloted in current programs. We conclude with demonstrating how a program can use this approach in synergy with current system engineering practices to achieve an appropriate emphasis on software in a system acquisition.

Software Architecture

The software architecture is the foundation for any software-reliant system. It represents the earliest design decisions that are both the most difficult to get right and the hardest to change downstream. The software architecture will allow or preclude nearly all of the system’s quality attributes. These qualities are all largely pre-cast when the software architecture has been established. No amount of later tuning will compensate for a poorly constructed software architecture. Experience has shown that an unsuitable software architecture will eventually result in some sort of disaster for a project. Disaster may mean failure to meet performance goals, failure to interoperate as needed, or inordinate sustainment costs, among other problems.

Informally, software architecture is the blueprint describing the software structure of a system. Formally, “the software architecture of a computing system is the set of structures needed to reason about the system, which comprise software components, relations among them, and properties of both” (Clements et al., 2011).

This definition carries several implications.

- Software architecture is an abstraction of a system. This allows concentration on the aspects that have system-wide import. Architectural views have proven appropriate to reason about whether a system can meet its mission goals, regardless of the system’s scale.
- Systems can and do have many structures. This is analogous to the electrical, framing, and plumbing structures in a building. Views of the different structures are important to understanding the complete system.
- Every software-intensive system has an architecture, by definition. Just having an architecture is different from having an intentional architecture that is known to everyone. Bottom line: If you don’t develop an architecture, you will get one anyway—and you might not like what you get!

1 For some of the background information, the authors consolidated and summarized information from various reports and presentations by our colleagues at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). Some of this wording has been used directly; some wording has been refined over time by the entire team. We wish to acknowledge the contributions of Paul Clements, Mike Gagliardi, Rick Kazman, Mark Klein, and our teammates in the Architecture Centric Engineering Initiative of the SEI.
Proper specification of required functionality is critical, to be sure. However, if functionality were all that mattered, any monolithic software structure would do. When we become concerned with evolving the system throughout its life cycle, or making sure that it responds quickly enough to the user’s input, or guarding against unauthorized access of data, and so forth, we become concerned with structuring the system in a way to provide these qualities and more. That’s what architecture is about.

Time and care must be invested in the software architecture because making changes later is extremely costly and often impossible. The software architecture should then guide the implementation. Throughout the development process, the software architecture must play a role that is both prescriptive and descriptive. Even in an incremental acquisition and development approach, the core system and software architectural decisions that support the important quality attribute goals for the system must come first, and then they can be enhanced in future increments or spirals. An architecture-centric approach is key to the development of systems that meet both their functional and quality goals. Figure 1 illustrates the critical role of quality attributes in an architecture-centric software development approach.

**Figure 1. The Role of Quality Attributes in Architecture-Centric Software Development**

**Architecture-Centric Engineering**

Architecture-centric engineering is the discipline of effectively using architecture to guide system development.

Architecture-centric development for a software-reliant system involves

- creating the business or mission case for the system,
- understanding the requirements,
- creating or selecting the software architecture,
- documenting and communicating the software architecture,
- analyzing or evaluating the software architecture,
implementing the system based on the software architecture, and
ensuring that the implementation conforms to the software architecture.

Over the past 18 years, the Carnegie Mellon® Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has developed and promulgated a series of architecture-centric methods supporting this development approach. These methods are given in Error! Reference source not found.. While the design of the architecture and subsequent implementation of the system are responsibilities of the supplier, the acquirer has the all-important oversight role for these activities. Additionally, the acquirer has a central role in the following:

- creating the business or mission case for the system,
- determining the quality attribute requirements that will drive the architectural design,
- evaluating the suitability of the architecture to meet mission goals of the system, and
- ensuring that sufficient architecture documentation exists to support the evaluation, implementation, and evolution of the system.

We will provide some background on methods to support these activities before describing how to apply them in an acquisition.

Table 1. Architecture-Centric Engineering Activities and Some Supporting SEI Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture-Centric Engineering Activity</th>
<th>Supporting SEI Methods²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>creating the business or mission case for the system</strong></td>
<td>Pedigreed Attribute eLicitation Method (PALM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>understanding the requirements</strong></td>
<td>Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW); Mission Thread Workshop (MTW)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>creating and/or selecting the architecture</strong></td>
<td>Attribute-Driven Design (ADD) and Architecture Expert tool (ArchE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>documenting and communicating the architecture</strong></td>
<td>Views and Beyond Approach; Architecture and Analysis Design Language (AADL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>analyzing or evaluating the architecture</strong></td>
<td>Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM)<em>; System of Systems Architecture Evaluation</em>; Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM); AADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>implementing the system based on the architecture</strong></td>
<td>Architecture Reconstruction and Mining tool (ARMIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensuring that the implementation conforms to the architecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Descriptions of these methods may be found at [http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/tools/](http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/tools/).
evolving the architecture so that it continues to meet business and mission goals | Architecture Improvement Workshop (AIW) and ArchE

ensuring use of effective architecture practices | Architecture Competence Assessment

Creating the Business Case for the System

Justification for a system is part of the DoD planning, programming, and budgeting system. From this basis, it is essential to derive a succinct description of the key business and mission drivers to guide the architects in making design decisions and tradeoffs. While details of how to accomplish this are beyond the scope of this paper, identification of these drivers must come from the acquirer.

The Pedigreed Attribute eLicitation Method (PALM) is an SEI method that elicits and captures the business goals for an organization that lies behind the development of a software-intensive system (Clements & Bass, 2010). These business goals, often poorly understood and poorly articulated, serve as the foundation for many of the quality attribute and behavioral requirements for a system. Kazman and Bass (2005) categorized 190 distinct business goals from 25 architecture evaluations, including 18 government systems. Clements and Bass (2010) updated this list and classified goals into categories. They identified the following business goal categories:

- maintaining growth and continuity of the organization,
- meeting financial objectives,
- meeting personal objectives,
- meeting responsibility to employees,
- meeting responsibility to society,
- meeting responsibility to country,
- meeting responsibility to shareholders,
- managing market position,
- improving business processes, and
- managing quality and reputation of products.

Understanding the Requirements

Functional requirements specify what a system is supposed to do (e.g., retrieve database information in response to a user request). There are many techniques for specifying functional requirements, and systems analysts have been doing this for a long time using well-developed techniques. The same can’t be said for specifying quality requirements. Considering the example of database information retrieval: How rapidly must information be retrieved? How secure must the transmission be? These are the quality aspects of this functional requirement. Understanding the quality attribute requirements is essential because these requirements largely drive the architecture.

Quality attributes are rarely captured effectively in requirements specifications (e.g., a system performance specification); they are often vaguely understood and weakly articulated. Just citing the desired qualities is not enough; it is meaningless to say that the system shall be “modifiable” or “interoperable” or “secure” without details about the context. Yet, these sorts of imprecise, and therefore un-testable, specifications abound.

The practice of specifying quality attribute scenarios can remove this imprecision and allows desired qualities to be specified and evaluated meaningfully. A quality attribute scenario is a short description of an interaction between a stakeholder and a system and the
response from the system. A quality attribute scenario (see the example in Figure 2) consists of six parts:

- Source of stimulus—the entity (e.g., human, computer, any actuator) that generated the interaction with the system;
- Stimulus—what triggers the interaction with the system;
- Environment—the conditions under which the stimulus occurs (e.g., under overload conditions or normal operations);
- Artifact—the part (or whole) of the system that is stimulated;
- Response—what the system does in response to the stimulus; and
- Response measure—the measurable response necessary for the requirement to be tested.

A “performance” scenario: A remote user requests a database report under peak load and receives it in under 5 seconds.

![Diagram of a quality attribute scenario](attachment:example.png)

**Figure 2. Example of a Quality Attribute Scenario**

The Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW) is an SEI method to elicit and articulate detailed quality attribute requirements for a system (Barbacci, 2003). The QAW is a facilitated method that engages diverse stakeholders early in the life cycle to elicit, collect, and organize software quality attribute requirements in the form of scenarios before the architecture is created. Appendix A describes the specific steps for conducting a QAW.

The results of the QAW should be followed by an analysis and planning activity to determine further steps such as continuing the elaboration of quality attribute requirements. For example, some of these quality attributes will be high priority and will have architectural significance. These attributes should be fed into the design process along with functional requirements and any technical and business constraints.

**Analyzing or Evaluating the Architecture**

It is nearly always cost-effective to evaluate software quality as early as possible in the life cycle; problems that are found early are easier and cheaper to correct. Architecture evaluations are a type of quality evaluation that can be conducted early in the life cycle (indeed, throughout the life cycle) and both quantitative and qualitative benefits have been
reported (Clements, Kazman, & Klein, 2002). The net result is improved architectures providing the basis for better systems.

Architecture analysis techniques may be classified as **questioning techniques** or **measuring techniques**. Questioning techniques include scenario-based analysis, or if the domain is more mature, questionnaires or checklists. Measuring techniques rely on quantitative measures of some sort, such as coupling and cohesion of the modules, or the depth of an inheritance hierarchy. Simulations or prototypes can also be used to measure qualities. A comprehensive evaluation strategy might use both types of techniques. Relative to questioning techniques, measuring techniques have the advantage of providing quantitative information but have the drawback of requiring investment in developing some working artifact to measure. Thus, questioning techniques are more amenable to early life cycle use.

The SEI’s Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method® (ATAM®) is a scenario-based questioning technique for analyzing and evaluating software architectures. It not only can be used to evaluate architectural decisions against specific quality attributes; it also allows engineering tradeoffs to be made among possibly conflicting system quality goals. In this way, the ATAM evaluation can detect areas of potential risk in meeting quality goals within the architecture of a complex software-reliant system. It has also proven useful at various points in the life cycle, including post-deployment support. Clements et al. (2002) provide details and examples of the ATAM and other software architecture evaluation methods.

The ATAM has several advantages. It can be done early, quickly, and inexpensively. The method involves project decision makers, other stakeholders (including managers, developers, maintainers, testers, re-users, end users, and customers), and a software architecture evaluation team. These groups collaborate to determine the critical quality attributes of the system and effectively evaluate the consequences of architectural decisions in light of specified quality attributes and business goals. The method helps to ensure that the right questions are asked to uncover the following:

- **risks**—software architecture decisions that might create future problems in some quality attribute;
- **non-risks**—software architecture decisions that appear to be good and should be documented;
- **sensitivity points**—properties of one or more components (and/or component relationships) that are critical for achieving a particular quality attribute response (That is, a slight change in a property can make a significant difference in a quality attribute.); and
- **tradeoffs**—decisions affecting more than one quality attribute.

This information can be aggregated into risk themes—statements of risk patterns (i.e., higher level, cross-cutting risks) that “percolate up” and resonate more with stakeholders because they point out systemic causes of risk that relate more directly to the ability of the architecture to meet mission goals.

The steps of the ATAM are provided in Appendix B.

---

* Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method and ATAM are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
Documenting and Communicating the Architecture

Architecture is the conceptual glue that holds every phase of a project together for its many stakeholders. Documenting the architecture is the crowning step to crafting it. If you go to the trouble of creating a good architecture, you must describe it appropriately so that others can find the information they need. Architecture documentation is necessary to support the evaluation, implementation, and evolution of the system (Clements et al., 2011).

When discussing architecture representation, the related terms structure and view are used. A view is a representation of a set of system elements and the relationships among them. A structure is the set of elements itself, as they exist in software and hardware.

A discussion of the types of structures and views and their usefulness is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that non-runtime views of software are useful for

- project planning;
- allocating work assignments;
- designing for modifiability, reusability, portability, extensibility, etc.;
- facilitating incremental development; and
- a host of other critical purposes.

Runtime views are useful to show how software will handle
- hazards, faults, and errors;
- fault tolerance/reconfigurations;
- performance;
- data (e.g., quality, timeliness, ownership, access privileges); and
- interface boundaries.

An architecture is a multidimensional construct, too involved to be seen all at once. Recall that systems are composed of many structures. Different views allow different stakeholders to concentrate on certain aspects of a system while de-emphasizing (or ignoring for the moment) other aspects. Thus, views are a way to separate concerns and manage complexity. The choice of views to document depends on the nature of the system and the stakeholder needs. Different stakeholders will have different uses for the architecture documentation. Documenting an architecture is then a matter of documenting the relevant views, and then adding documentation that applies to more than one view (see Figure 3).

---

**Figure 3. Views-Based Architecture Documentation**
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Successful Application of Architecture Practices in the DoD

So how well do these practices work in the DoD context? A workshop involving twelve Army programs that had conducted ATAM or QAW exercises was held to understand the impact the ATAM evaluations and QAWs had on system quality and the practices of the acquisition organization. These exercises were sponsored by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology (ASA[ALT]) as part of the Army Strategic Software Improvement Program (ASSIP) (Nord et al., 2009).

The results of the workshop showed the following:

- 6 of 12 reported cost less than or equal to traditional techniques.
- 10 of 12 reported quality of results greater than or equal to traditional techniques.
- 10 of 12 reported that the techniques helped to understand and control cost and schedule.
- 12 of 12 reported increased understanding of system’s quality attribute requirements, design decisions, and risks.
- 12 of 12 reported that the methods were good mechanisms for communication among stakeholders—a majority reported very substantial or significant improvement in stakeholder communication.
- 8 of 12 reported that the methods improved the architecture—of these, most reported significant improvement in their architecturally significant artifacts.

While these are positive results, the results were not nearly as dramatic as they could have been because the go-aheads for conducting each of these QAWs and ATAM-based architecture evaluations were made after the respective contracts were already awarded. We refer to this as a reactive approach because it involves ad hoc contractual changes and the development contractors may justifiably view such engagements as being more intrusive because they can potentially perturb cost and schedule. A proactive approach is preferred because it avoids these problematic aspects. In a proactive approach, architecture-centric activities are specified as an integral part of the acquisition planning effort and are subsequently incorporated in the RFP/contract from the outset. The result is that all bidders can appropriately understand, cost, and integrate the required architecture-centric activities into their development approach and subsequently include them in their technical proposals.

In addition to the quantitative results, the following quotes attest to the enthusiasm of many participants: “The ATAM architecture evaluations resulted in improved documentation, improved communication, reduced risk in schedule and cost, and a higher quality product to the warfighter”; and “The importance of having had the backing of Army senior leadership and ASSIP funding is that the beneficiaries—the Army programs—went from “Nay-Sayers” to “Yea-Sayers.”

Architecture-Centric Acquisition

Architecture-centric acquisition involves using the architecture and architecture-centric practices as a contractual means to reduce risk and gain early confidence that the system being acquired will meet its mission goals. Moreover, it enables a program office to perform its contract management and technical monitoring function with greater effectiveness and results in the delivery of a more capable and higher quality product to the warfighter. The underlying premise is that architecture is of enduring importance because it is the right abstraction for planning and assigning work and for performing ongoing analyses throughout a system’s lifetime. It provides an acquisition focus and technical monitoring lens
that is commensurate with an acquisition organization’s responsibilities and limited resources.

**Motivation for Architecture-Centric Acquisition**

Software plays a critical role in most system acquisitions and is often the reason programs cite for cost overruns, schedule slippages, and quality problems. As a result, there is increased emphasis on finding effective ways for an acquisition organization to reduce risk when acquiring software-reliant systems. An architecture-centric acquisition approach has proven to be an effective way of reducing risk—especially software acquisition risk.

There are several motivations for adopting an architecture-centric acquisition approach:

- Independent program assessments have shown that many development and system performance problems are architectural in nature.
- Early identification of architectural risks saves money and time.
- Acquisition organizations need a proactive means to validate key measures of system adequacy, such as Key Performance Parameters (KPPs), Key System Attributes (KSAs), and Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs), earlier in the development cycle.
- Help is needed to alleviate a significant DoD “pain point” (i.e., not treating software engineering aspects on a par with systems engineering considerations).
- DoD programs need proven acquisition practices to acquire systems having robust architectures.
- The efficacy of the software architecture has a direct impact on the warfighter.

The benefit of using an architecture-centric acquisition approach is that it provides a program with the leverage to require a fully developed architecture that can be evaluated for risks and give early insight into necessary design tradeoffs. Such an approach gives maintainers, sustainers, testers, architects, verifiers—all stakeholders—a view that they would not otherwise have and enables them to better understand how the system is being designed. Even more importantly, they have a voice in the development of the system about their needs and the important quality attributes. It is the architecture focus, though, from end-to-end that enables programs to identify problems before they prove too costly and time-consuming to fix. By being proactive and building in a continuum of architecture support in an acquisition (e.g., specification, evaluation, improvement), acquisition professionals are able to obtain the timely information they need to carry out their acquisition responsibilities more effectively.

**Key Elements of an Architecture-Centric Acquisition**

Architecture-centric acquisition is all about reducing risk by ensuring that the acquisition organization and the development contractor (or contractors) carry out good architecture-centric development practices to support program goals. From the perspective of an acquisition program, the key elements of an architecture-centric acquisition include:

- determining the system’s architecturally significant requirements and specifying them in a meaningful way;
- commissioning the development of the architecture and ensuring it is appropriately documented;
• evaluating the architecture to determine its suitability to support the architecturally significant requirements, mission and business goals, KPPs and KSAs, and TRLs;
• leveraging other promising architecture-related practices so a program office can perform its acquisition responsibilities more effectively.

Using architecture-centric practices throughout the acquisition life cycle of a software-reliant system leads to

• early identification of important system qualities enabling a rigorous specification of a system’s often-neglected non-functional requirements,
• cost savings in integration and testing,
• predictable product quality supporting the achievement of mission goals, and
• cost-effective system evolution and accommodation of future upgrades.

All these things translate to reduced acquisition risk. Moreover, an architecture-centric focus provides an acquirer with

• an effective means to perform its contract oversight and technical monitoring function;
• the right level of abstraction that aligns with limited program office resources and time and effort,
• early insight into system and software design suitability,
• a risk-based means of managing a contractual development effort, and
• a product focus that complements process-focused activities.

Of all the architecture-centric practices available, architectural evaluations serve as the lynchpin for an architecture-centric acquisition approach (Bergey, 2009).

**An Example Acquisition**

An architecture-centric acquisition approach involves having the government specify in the request for proposal (RFP)/contract the particular architecture-related activities or practices it wants included in the contract to reduce acquisition risk. Figure 4 depicts an example of an architecture-centric acquisition. The bottom portion of the figure shows a detailed expansion of the Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase.
Figure 4. Example Architecture-Centric Acquisition Approach

As shown in the example, an architecture-centric approach begins in the Acquisition Planning phase before there is a contract, a developer, or an architecture. Before a system is released for bids, a program conducts a Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW) to bring together all of the government stakeholders in a facilitated session. This initial QAW involves eliciting and specifying the quality needs of the stakeholders. These needs can be prioritized and serve as a basis for determining the requirements that will drive the architectural design. Once a contract is awarded, another QAW is conducted with both government and contractor stakeholders to review, elicit, and refine the quality requirements (and derived requirements) so there is a common understanding of the system requirements.

Prior to the Preliminary Design Review (PDR), an external team (commissioned by the government) will evaluate the development contractor’s software architecture using a sub-set of the quality attribute scenarios from the QAWs. A prerequisite for conducting such an evaluation is the contractual delivery of a Software Architecture Description Document (SWARD). Since the SWARD plays such a key role in an evaluation, an Architecture Documentation Readiness Review (ADRR) will be conducted to ensure that the documentation is adequate to support the architecture evaluation. In the event that the documentation is deficient in some way, there is sufficient time for the developer to correct the deficiencies.

Ideally, the architecture evaluation team should be invited to a prototype demonstration prior to the architecture evaluation. This will allow the team to gain additional knowledge of the system (beyond just the documentation). The demonstration may involve a structured walk-through, a simulation, or a working prototype on appropriate computer resources—whatever is sufficient to demonstrate the required capabilities of the software. This demonstration will be in accordance with a Prototype Demonstration Plan and Procedures (PDPP) document that is specified as a contractual deliverable.
Following the architecture evaluation, the evaluation team produces a report describing the risks (and risk themes) corresponding to the architecture’s ability to achieve the desired system qualities. In response, the development contractor produces a risk mitigation plan that is a contractual deliverable. The contractor’s plan for mitigating the risks is then presented and discussed during the PDR, which is held soon after the evaluation.

The whole of these activities constitutes an architecture-centric approach. Determining what should be included for a particular program is best accomplished by first conducting an acquisition planning workshop (APW) with key stakeholders, which is the first activity depicted in the example. Once the government awards the contract, a technical interchange meeting (TIM) is held with the winning contractor to discuss the architecture-centric activities so government plans and expectations are fully understood.

An acquisition program can adopt such an architecture-centric acquisition approach independent of the specific development methodology the contractor chooses to adopt (e.g., agile, model-based, spiral, or incremental). This is because the architecture-related activities are specified as event-driven so they are appropriately coordinated with (and feed key information into) the mandatory decision points that are prescribed in the DoD 5000 life cycle management system. These mandatory decision points, which are independent of the contractor’s specific development approach, involve such activities as a System Requirements Review (SRR), Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Critical Design Review (CDR), and other milestone reviews.

Moreover, the RFP will require the contractor to integrate the government-specified architecture-related activities (e.g., a QAW or architecture evaluation) with its own development processes. To ensure the development contractor will appropriately integrate the processes, the RFP/contract will require the contractor to describe its approach in its technical proposal and in a set of acquisition documents that are traditional contract deliverables. These contract deliverables include such documents as a Program Management Plan (PMP), Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), Risk Management Plan (RMP), and Software Development Plan (SDP). This approach helps ensure that the development contractor does not treat the architecture-centric activities as isolated events but instead appropriately integrates them with its own development methodology. This, in turn, results in the adoption of a coherent architecture-centric development approach.

**Achieving Greater Synergy Between Systems and Software Engineering**

One significant pain point in the DoD acquisition environment is the lack of synergy between systems engineering and software engineering activities. Disparate teams often perform these activities without closely communicating and coordinating their efforts during the course of acquisition planning and implementation. With the increased emphasis on systems engineering within the DoD acquisition community, software engineering considerations often take a backseat to systems engineering, despite the fact that software is a critical element in almost every DoD acquisition. The result is that there are often major disconnects in specifying the desired system properties and in ensuring a congruent implementation approach from both a system and software perspective. Inroads to alleviate this situation are not likely to come about naturally, or at least they have not to date. Rather, some kind of “forcing function” is needed to help change the existing behavior pattern that is prevalent in the DoD acquisition environment. Acquisition organizations can leverage an architecture-centric acquisition approach to help bring about desired changes.

As depicted in Figure 5, a suggested starting pointing is to establish a common system context diagram for use by system and software engineers that identifies all the
system actors, the system interfaces, and system artifacts from a black-box perspective. The purpose of this is to establish common terminology, a shared view, and common understanding of the system to be acquired for use by both system and software engineers. In conjunction with this, the program should adopt use cases to specify the functional requirements and quality attribute scenarios to specify the non-functional requirements.

Figure 5. Promoting Synergy Between System Engineering and Software Engineering Activities

While these steps are not revolutionary, they are a significant improvement over the traditional DoD practice of specifying requirements in a stunted “shall” and “will” form. Moreover, they represent a significant step forward toward improving communication and achieving greater synergy between system and software engineering activities.

Beyond these measures, an architecture-centric acquisition approach can provide a major forcing function to promote greater synergy between system and software engineering on the contractor’s side of the acquisition fence. This forcing function involves specifying a concurrent evaluation of both the system architecture and software architecture by an external evaluation team commissioned by the government program office. This evaluation has the effect of promoting greater communication and cooperation between the developer’s system architect and software architect. The nature of the forcing function is that both architects will be required to participate in the architecture evaluation and will have to be prepared to walk the evaluation team through their respective architectures—back-to-back, one quality attribute scenario at a time—and describe how the respective architecture can achieve a particular quality attribute. This will serve to draw out any differing system and software engineering assumptions or discontinuities in the system and software architectural design. In addition, since the system and software architects are aware from the outset of the contract that the architecture evaluation is a future event that they will be involved in, it
has the effect of promoting earlier communication and coordination between the architects and their respective development teams. This is a “win-win” situation for both the government and the development contractor.

**New Architecture-Centric Acquisition Practices**

The SEI’s proactive, architecture-centric approach has been tested and proved in several DoD software acquisitions⁴ (SEI, 2011). To augment and improve the current approach, the SEI is currently exploring or piloting other architecture-related activities or practices. These promising practices include

- conducting an evaluation of two development contractors’ architectures during a competitive down select,
- incorporating an architecture competency skills survey as part of a competitive acquisition,
- taking remedial action in the Operations and Support (O&S) phase to motivate a recalcitrant legacy system contractor to adopt good architecture practices,
- incorporating a set of architecturally significant metrics and an architecture improvement roadmap in an acquisition involving a major legacy system upgrade,
- incorporating an architecture-centric approach as part of a product line acquisition,
- incorporating “model-based development” as part of an architecture-centric acquisition, and
- an architecture-driven test approach to better focus a developer’s testing efforts and provide more bang for the buck.

One of these efforts is a pilot for an Army program, another is an Independent Research and Development (IRAD) project, and the others are in different phases of exploration with prospective customers of Navy and Air Force programs. We plan to report results of these efforts at a future symposium.

**Summary and Conclusions**

The key things to remember about an architecture-centric acquisition approach are the following:

- The quality and longevity of a software-intensive system are largely determined by its architecture.
- Early identification of architectural risks saves money and time.
- There are proven practices to ensure that acquisition organizations acquire systems with appropriate software architectures.
- There are concrete actions acquirers can take to adopt an appropriate architecture-centric approach and apply sound architectural practices.

An architecture-centric acquisition approach enables a program office to perform its technical oversight and technical monitoring function with greater effectiveness. The practices

---

⁴ A number of reports related to software architecture and acquisition may be found at [http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/start/publications/dodacquisitioncontext.cfm](http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/start/publications/dodacquisitioncontext.cfm).
• are commensurate with a program office’s responsibilities, limited resources, time available, and key contractual events;
• provide early insight into critical requirements and design decisions that drive the entire development effort;
• provide a proven and effective means for discovering software design risks;
• enable risks to be mitigated early and cost-effectively; and
• help avoid test and integration problems and costly rework downstream.

The bottom line is the delivery of a more capable and higher quality product to the warfighter.
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## Appendix A. Steps of the Quality Attribute Workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QAW Steps</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. QAW Presentation and Introductions</td>
<td>QAW facilitators describe the motivation for the QAW and explain each step of the method. Next, the facilitators and stakeholders introduce themselves, briefly stating their background, their role in the organization, and their relationship to the system being built.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Business/Programmatic Presentation</td>
<td>A stakeholder representing the business and/or programmatic concerns presents the system’s business/programmatic context, high-level functional requirements, constraints, and quality attribute requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Architectural Plan Presentation</td>
<td>A technical stakeholder presents the system architectural plans, including (1) plans and strategies for how key business/programmatic requirements will be satisfied; (2) key technical requirements, risks, and constraints—such as mandated operating systems, hardware, middleware, and standards—that will drive architectural decisions; (3) existing context diagrams, high-level system diagrams, and other written descriptions; (4) operational and system architectures, and architectural frameworks, tools, and architectural life-cycle processes being used; and (5) the prototyping and engineering studies underway to mitigate known risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identification of Architectural Drivers</td>
<td>The facilitators share their list of key architectural drivers that include high-level requirements, business drivers, constraints, and quality attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Scenario Brainstorming</td>
<td>The facilitators ask the stakeholders to brainstorm scenarios that are operationally meaningful with respect to the stakeholders’ individual roles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Scenario Consolidation</td>
<td>Similar scenarios are consolidated when reasonable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Scenario Prioritization</td>
<td>Stakeholders vote to establish the priorities of the scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Scenario Refinement</td>
<td>The high-priority scenarios are refined in more detail. Facilitators further elaborate each one, documenting the following: the six parts of the scenario, the business/programmatic goals that are affected by this scenario, the relevant quality attributes associated with this scenario, and the questions and issues regarding the scenario.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Steps of the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method

There are nine specific steps in the basic ATAM evaluation that fall into four general types of activities: presentation, investigation and analysis, testing, and reporting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Present the ATAM</td>
<td>The method is described to the assembled stakeholders (typically customer representatives, the architect or software architecture team, user representatives, maintainers, administrators, managers, testers, integrators, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Present business drivers</td>
<td>The project manager describes the business goals that are motivating the development effort and, hence, the primary software architecture drivers (e.g., broad availability, time to market, high security).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Present software architecture</td>
<td>The architect describes the proposed software architecture, focusing on how it addresses the business drivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investigation and Analysis Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identify architectural approaches</td>
<td>Architectural approaches are identified by the architect, but they are not analyzed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Generate quality attribute utility tree</td>
<td>The quality attributes that comprise system “utility” (e.g., performance, reliability, security, modifiability, etc.) are elicited. These are specified down to the level of scenarios, annotated with stimuli and responses, and prioritized. A scenario is a short statement describing an interaction of a stakeholder with the system. Scenarios provide a vehicle for making vague qualities concrete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Analyze architectural approaches</td>
<td>Based upon the high-priority factors identified in Step 5, the architectural approaches that address those factors are elicited and analyzed. For example, an architectural approach aimed at meeting performance goals will be subjected to a performance analysis. During this step, software architecture risks, sensitivity points, and tradeoff points are identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Brainstorm and prioritize scenarios</td>
<td>Based upon the example scenarios generated in the utility tree step, a larger set of scenarios is elicited from the entire group of stakeholders. This set of scenarios is prioritized via a voting process involving the entire stakeholder group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Analyze architectural approaches</td>
<td>This step reiterates Step 6; but here, the highly ranked scenarios from Step 7 are considered to be test cases for software architecture approaches determined thus far. These test case scenarios may uncover additional software architecture approaches, risks, sensitivity points, and tradeoff points, which are then documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reporting Activity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Present results</td>
<td>Based upon the information collected during the ATAM evaluation (e.g., styles, scenarios, attribute-specific questions, the utility tree, risks, sensitivity points, tradeoffs), the evaluation team presents its findings to the assembled stakeholders and details this information, along with any proposed mitigation strategies, in a written report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Architecture is Important

The quality and longevity of a software-reliant system is largely determined by its architecture.

In recent studies by OSD, the National Research Council, NASA, and the NDIA, architectural issues are identified as a systemic cause of software problems in DoD systems.
Why Is Architecture Important?

Represents *earliest* design decisions

- hardest to change
- most critical to get right
- communication vehicle among stakeholders

*First* design artifact addressing

- performance
- modifiability
- reliability
- security

Key to systematic *reuse*

- transferable, reusable abstraction

Key to system *evolution*

- manage future uncertainty
- assure cost-effective agility

The **right architecture** paves the way for system **success**. The **wrong architecture** usually spells some form of **disaster**.
Why is an Architecture-Centric Acquisition Approach Needed?

Studies have shown that acquisition practices have not kept up with architecture practices.

Architecture-centric acquisition can reduce acquisition risk. KPPs, KSAs and TRLs can be evaluated earlier in the life cycle.

Architecture-centric acquisition can facilitate needed synergy between systems and software engineering.

The efficacy of the software architecture has a direct impact on the war fighter.
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What Is an Architecture?

Informally, an architecture is the blueprint describing the structure of a system.
Formal Definition of Software Architecture

“The software architecture of a computing system is the set of structures needed to reason about the system, which comprise software components, relations among them and properties of both.”

Implications

Architecture is an abstraction of a system.

Architecture defines the properties of elements.

Systems can and do have many structures.

Every software-reliant system has an architecture.

Just having an architecture is different from having an architecture that is known to everyone.

If you don’t develop an architecture, you will get one anyway – and you might not like what you get!
System Development

If function were all that mattered, any monolithic implementation would do, 
...but other things matter...

The important quality attributes and their characterizations are key.

- Modifiability
- Interoperability
- Availability
- Security
- Predictability
- Portability
- ...
Specifying Quality Attributes

Quality attributes are rarely captured *effectively* in requirements specifications; they are often vaguely understood and weakly articulated.

Just citing the desired qualities is not enough; it is meaningless to say that the system shall be “modifiable” or “interoperable” or “secure” without details about the context.

The practice of specifying quality attribute scenarios can remove this imprecision and allows desired qualities to be evaluated meaningfully.

A quality attribute scenario is a short description of an interaction between a stakeholder and a system and the response from the system.
Parts of a Quality Attribute Scenario

SOURCE → Stimulus → Artifact: Process, Storage, Processor, Communication → Response

RESPONSE MEASURE
Example Quality Attribute Scenario

A “performance” scenario: A remote user requests a data base report under peak load and receives it in under 5 seconds.
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What is Architecture-Centric Engineering?

Architecture-Centric Engineering (ACE) is the discipline of using architecture as the focal point for performing ongoing analyses to gain increasing levels of confidence that systems will support their missions.

*Architecture is of enduring importance because it is the right abstraction for performing ongoing analyses throughout a system’s lifetime.*

The **SEI ACE Initiative** develops principles, methods, foundations, techniques, tools, and materials in support of creating, fostering, and stimulating widespread transition of the ACE discipline.
Architecture-Centric Activities

Architecture-centric activities include the following:

- creating the **business case** for the system
- understanding the **requirements**
- creating and/or selecting the architecture
- documenting and communicating the architecture
- analyzing or evaluating the architecture
- implementing the system based on the architecture
- ensuring that the implementation **conforms** to the architecture
- evolving the architecture so that it **continues to meet business and mission goals**
Some SEI Techniques and Methods of Particular Interest to Acquisition Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding the requirements</th>
<th>Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing or evaluating the architecture</td>
<td>Mission Thread Workshop (MTW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documenting and communicating the architecture</td>
<td>Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Views and Beyond Approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analyzing the Architecture – SEI’s Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method® (ATAM®)

The ATAM is an architecture evaluation method that focuses on multiple quality attributes.
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• effect on system evaluation
• an acquisition example
• application of the new practices
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What is Architecture-Centric Acquisition?

Architecture-Centric Acquisition is the act of using architecture and architecture-centric practices as a contractual means to reduce risk and gain early confidence that the system being acquired will meet its mission goals.

[Bergey 2010]
Key Elements of an Architecture-Centric Acquisition Approach

Architecture-centric acquisition involves:

- Determining the system’s architecturally significant requirements and specifying them in a meaningful way
- Commissioning the development of the architecture and ensuring it is appropriately documented
- Evaluating the architecture to determine its suitability to support the architecturally significant requirements and …
  - Mission (and Business) Goals
  - Key Performance Parameters (KPPs)
  - Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs)
- Leveraging other promising architecture-related practices so a program office can perform its acquisition responsibilities more effectively
An architecture-centric acquisition can help a Program Office evaluate:

- Key Performance Parameters (KPPs)
- Key System Attributes (KSAs)
- Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs)

A KSA is an attribute or characteristic considered crucial in achieving a KPP or some other key performance attribute deemed necessary by the sponsor. KSAs provide decision makers with an additional level of capability performance characteristics below the KPP level.

A KSA can often be mapped to one or multiple Quality Attributes.

**Example**

Openness \(\rightarrow\) mapped to

- Integrateability
- Interoperability
- Modifiability
- Security
- Performance
Technology Readiness Level 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRL</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Supporting Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4   | Module and/or subsystem validation in a laboratory Environment (i.e., software prototype development environment). | **Quality Attributes**
  - Basic software components are integrated to establish that they will work together.
  - They are relatively primitive with regard to efficiency and robustness compared with the eventual system.
  - Architecture development initiated to include interoperability, reliability, maintainability, extensibility, scalability, and security issues.
  - Emulation with current/legacy elements as appropriate.
  - Prototypes developed to demonstrate different aspects of eventual system.
| Advanced technology development, stand-alone prototype solving a synthetic full-scale problem, or standalone prototype processing fully representative data sets. |

Source: DoD Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA) Deskbook, May 2005
### Incorporating Architecture-Centric Practices

#### Milestones

- A: Materiel Solution Analysis
- B: Technology Development
- C: Engineering and Manufacturing Development

#### PHASES

- **Pre-Systems Acquisition**
  - Materiel Solution Analysis
  - Technology Development

- **Systems Acquisition**
  - Engineering and Manufacturing Development
  - Production and Deployment

- **Sustainment**
  - Operations and Support

#### Contracting

- Study Contracts

#### Example

- Technology Development Contract
- System Development and Demonstration Contract

#### Contract Types

- Low-Rate Initial Production Contract
- Production Contract
- Post-Production Software Support Contracts
  - Sustainment Contracts

---

* Requires taking appropriate action during acquisition planning*
New Practices Being Piloted or Explored

New architecture-centric practices that are being explored or piloted include:

- Concurrently evaluating proposed architectures of two development contractors **during a competitive down select**
- Incorporating an **architecture competency skills survey** as part of a competitive acquisition
- An architecture-centric approach as part of a **product line acquisition**
- An **architecture-driven test approach** to better focus testing efforts so they are more effective from an importance/time/cost standpoint
- Taking **remedial action in the O&S* phase** to motivate a recalcitrant legacy system contractor to adopt good architecture practices
- Incorporating a set of **architecturally significant metrics** and an **architecture improvement roadmap** in a system acquisition
- Incorporating **model-based development** as part of an architecture-centric approach

* O&S: Operations and Support phase of the DoD 5000 acquisition life cycle
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Summary

An architecture-centric acquisition approach

- provides early insight into critical requirements and design decisions that drive the entire development effort
- provides a proven and effective means for discovering software design risks and risk themes
- enables risks to be mitigated earlier and more cost effectively
- results in fewer test and integration problems and costly rework downstream
- provides the knowledge base needed for cost-effective system evolution and sustainment
- Provides a focal point that aligns with a program office’s responsibilities and limited resources, time available, and key contractual events

Enables an acquisition organization to perform its contract management and technical monitoring responsibilities with greater effectiveness.
Your Choice

An Architecture-Centric Acquisition Approach

or

?
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### The SEI Software Architecture Curriculum

**Three Certificate Programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Six Courses</th>
<th>Software Architecture Professional</th>
<th>ATAM Evaluator</th>
<th>ATAM Leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Architecture Principles and Practices*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documenting Software Architectures</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Architecture Design and Analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Product Lines</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAM Evaluator Training</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAM Leader Training</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAM Observation</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓: required to receive certificate

*: available through e-learning
## Some SEI Techniques, Methods, and Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Technique(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating the <strong>business case</strong> for the system</td>
<td>Pedigreed Attribute eLicititation Method (PALM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the <strong>requirements</strong></td>
<td>Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW) * Mission Thread Workshop (MTW) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating and/or selecting the architecture</td>
<td>Attribute-Driven Design (ADD) and ArchE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documenting and communicating the architecture</td>
<td>Views and Beyond Approach; AADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing or evaluating the architecture</td>
<td>Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) * SoS Arch Eval * Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) AADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing the system based on the architecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring that the implementation <strong>conforms</strong> to the architecture</td>
<td>ARMIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolving the architecture so that it <strong>continues</strong> to meet business and mission goals</td>
<td>Architecture Improvement Workshop (AIW)* and ArchE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring use of effective architecture practices</td>
<td>Architecture Competence Assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = indicates a software engineering method that has been extended to systems engineering
Structures and Views

One house, many views

- Carpentry view
- Plumbing view
- Electrical view
- Ductwork view

No single view accurately represents the house.

No single view can be used to build the house.

Although these views are pictured differently, and each has different properties, all are related. Together, they describe the architecture of the house.
View-Based Documentation

Views give us our basic principle of architecture documentation

Documenting an architecture is a matter of documenting the relevant views, and then adding documentation that applies to more than one view.

The choice of views used depends on the nature of the system and the stakeholder needs.
## Typical Acquisition Impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEFORE:</th>
<th>AFTER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is no software architecture documentation.</td>
<td>A software architecture description document is a contract deliverable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development contractor presents a couple of PowerPoint box-and-line drawings to describe the architecture and high-level software design.</td>
<td>The software architecture description includes a comprehensive set of views (e.g., module decomposition, allocation, run-time) that can be suitably analyzed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system’s non-functional (i.e., quality) requirements that greatly impact the architecture design and software implementation are poorly defined.</td>
<td>The system’s quality requirements have been specified by key stakeholders in terms of a clear and concise set of quality attribute scenarios that are testable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proposed software design is not appropriately analyzed or evaluated.</td>
<td>The software architecture is evaluated with stakeholder participation and risks (and risk themes) are subsequently identified and appropriately documented so they can be mitigated early and cost effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software reviews are largely perfunctory and based on checklists and PowerPoint presentations.</td>
<td>During the Preliminary Design Review (PDR), the development contractor describes architecture evaluation results and presents its risk mitigation plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plans for system evolution are ad hoc and estimates are often unreliable.</td>
<td>The development contractor manages quality requirements, architectural changes, and risks and follows an architectural improvement roadmap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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How can you help achieve more synergy and cooperation between systems engineering and software engineering in an acquisition?

- What can you do on the acquisition organization’s side-of-the-fence?
- What can be done on the development contractor’s side-of-the fence -- i.e., during the contract performance phase?
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